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Introduction and Summary 
Solarize La Plata County was inspired by the resources provided by the American 
Solar Transformation Initiative lead by Optony as part of their Solar Roadmap 
project. The Four Corners Office for Resource Efficiency (4CORE) initiated the 
Solarize process and brought together a grassroots group of committed citizens in 
the March, 2013 to increase the number of solar photovoltaic (PV) installations in 
La Plata County.  

The Solarize model capitalizes on the power of a community-wide effort to motivate 
residents by offering savings through a limited-time opportunity and remove 
common market barriers. The time-limited offer provides a simple process and 
package solutions for homeowners who would like to go solar but were not able to 
afford it in the past or were intimidated by the process. 

The Solarize La Plata Steering Committee was formed in April 2013 and began 
meeting in May to define campaign parameters. The program focused on recruiting 
100 homes (but not to exclude businesses) in La Plata County to go solar, targeting 
new capacity of at least 325 kilowatts (kW) in La Plata Electric Association (LPEA) 
territory.  

The program used a phased approach of initial planning through September, public 
launch, outreach and sign up October 2013 through February 2014, contract 
signing through April 30th, 2014, and installation through July of 2014. 

During the planning phase, the Steering Committee solicited five locally- based 
solar contractors to participate in the program. Agreements were signed with each 
solar contractor, including provision of insurance and industry certification 
documents. Three basic solar PV systems were specified to give prospective clients 
real starting prices, inclusions, exclusions and options.  

Program launch took place in October of 2013 with a well-attended kick-off event 
for the community. Outreach continued in the following months with public events, 
booths, group presentations, solar open houses, newsletters, a “community 
challenge” from one of the solar contractors, traditional marketing techniques and 
social networking.  

Program sign-up, or intake, allowed interceded residents to begin participation with 
no obligation, and included gathering key information about a prospect’s home and 
electric use. Once complete, batches of prospect leads were distributed to 
participating solar contractors with equitable distribution of potential system sizes. 
It became the contractors’ responsibility to conduct site inspections, determine a 
prospect’s needs, design the PV system and present a formal proposal based on 
program pricing and specification requirements, and convert the prospect to a 
client. Constant updates and progress on sign-ups, leads, site visits, proposal 
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distribution, contract signing, and installation were tracked by 4CORE and the 
Steering Committee using SalesForce and Google Drive spreadsheets. 

Installations began in December of 2013, most are complete, but a few are 
anticipated to take place after the date of this report.  

Challenges faced by the program include unanticipated policy and procedural 
changes by the local utility, prospects’ expectation of contractor choice and 
traditional bidding, lack of clear federal tax credit information, and the fact that, 
even with below market pricing, costs were still too expensive for low-income 
households and many middle-income households. 

Final results of the program at the time of this report include a total of 101 Solarize 
La Plata contracts signed with three pending approval by LPEA to be grid tied. 
These three systems will likely incur additional costs for upgrading electrical service 
infrastructure and are under review by the utility and clients. This leaves 522 kW 
committed, exceeding established kilowatt goal. Seventy-four of these systems are 
complete and energized, with another 12 installations in progress as of this report. 

Total energy savings is estimated at 822,399 kWh per year, equating to $80,587 in 
electricity bill savings. Total emissions prevented are estimated to be 567 metric 
tons of greenhouse gas per year. 

Economic impacts include the creation of fifteen full-time jobs and a monetary 
impact of approximately $2,173,000 in La Plata County, of which some 60-65% 
remains circulating within our local economy. 

Interest in future Solarize campaigns is evident from phone calls, conversations, 
and sign-ups for the current campaign. 4CORE is exploring this and other solar-
related campaigns, including community solar gardens, solar farms, and solar for 
low-income residents.  
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Recognition 
Solarize La Plata would like to thank the following volunteers and organizations for 
their contributions to this successful campaign. Solarize La Plata would not have 
taken place without them. 

Steering Committee Members  

These volunteers dedicated 1,386 collective hours March, 2013 through July, 2014:

Wayne Dale 
Janet Enge 
Jay Hecker 
Diane Higgins 

Byron Kellogg- Vice Chair 
Robert Lea - Chairman 
John Lyle 
Eric Nylund 

Paul Senecal 
Kurt Schneider 
Katie Waller 

In addition, funds were donated by many of these committee members in order to 
“seed” our marketing budget. 

Funders 
Optony’s American Solar Transformation Initiative (ASTI) through the Department 
of Energy’s Rooftop Solar Challenge, Ballantine Family Fund, and the City of 
Durango. 

Ex-Officio Steering Committee Members 
Mary Beth Miles - City of Durango, Mark Schwantes - La Plata Electric Association, 
Teresa Shishim, Gregg Dubit and Cori Andreatta - 4CORE.

Solar Contractors 
Matt Helms - Flat Rock Solar, Ben Jason - Living Solar, Curtis Jackson - Solar Today 
and Tomorrow, Derek Wadsworth -  SolarWorks!, and John Shaw -  Shaw Solar.  

Solar Open House Hosts 
Dubit, Kellogg, Winslow/Lefwich, Sumrall, Schneider, Paulson/Baker, 
Johnson/Culver, Galbraith, Morrissy, Higgins, Spiegel, and Janeczek families. 

Presentation Hosts 
Durango Power House Museum, Durango Farmer’s Market, Sustainable Alliance of 
Southwest Colorado, HBASWC Parade of Homes, Durango Tuesday Evening Rotary 
Club, La Plata Conservancy District, Home Builder’s Association of Southwest 
Colorado, San Juan Citizen’s Alliance, Green Business Roundtable, Durango 
Daybreak Rotary, Pine River Library, Ignacio Public Library, La Plata Electric 
Association,  Fort Lewis Mesa Family Center, La Plata County, Ska Brewing, Lost 
Dog Bar and Lounge, and Boys and Girls Club of La Plata County.  

Media Coverage 
KDUR Radio, 4Corners.com TV, Durango Chamber of Commerce radio, and two 
InsideDurango TV videos. 
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Participating Lenders 
First National Bank of Durango and First Southwest Bank 

Other Contributions 
La Plata Electric Association provided an increased Renewable Energy Credit 
through their local renewable energy fund, many staff hours to provide utility data 
and engineering review for potential Solarize clients, and a map (included herein) of 
Solarize Participant locations.  

The City of Durango provided space for Steering Committee and Technical 
Committee regular and special meetings.
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Campaign Design 

The Solarize Model 
The Solarize Model was first used by Portland, Oregon to overcome financial and 
logistical issues with installing solar and then replicated by many other cities around 
the US. The Department of Energy published The Solarize Guidebook to make the 
model readily available for other communities.  

Using community volunteers, active local government and a local non-profit as the 
Project Manager, the Solarize process capitalizes on the purchasing power of a 
community and motivates the residents by offering significant savings through a 
limited-time opportunity that also removes other common market barriers. 

This limited time offer provided a simple process and package solutions for 
homeowners and business owners who would like to go solar, but weren't able to 
afford it in the past or have been intimidated by the process. Through increased 
awareness and education, a greater number of new PV installations can be 
implemented and the market primed for future solar growth. 

History 
Solarize La Plata County was  inspired by the Southwest Solar Transformation 
Initiative led by Optony and initiated by the Four Corners Office for Resource 
Efficiency (4CORE). Momentum quickly built within a grassroots group of committed 
citizens in the spring of 2013 bent on increasing the number of solar photovoltaic 
(PV) installations in La Plata County to provide distributed sources of renewable 
electricity.  

4CORE held a "Solarize Community Exploration" meeting on March 19, 2013 to 
gauge interest in using the Solarize model, with a pivotal vote that established 
4CORE’s decision to pursue the program. Fifteen citizens were invited to serve as a 
steering committee to plan and implement the Solarize La Plata campaign to serve 
electricity users in La Plata County.  

The following are resources from the initial Exploratory Meeting: 

 4CORE Presentation of the Solarize Concept 
 Exploratory Meeting Notes  
 Survey Results with Comments  
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Solarize La Plata Steering Committee 
The Solarize La Plata Steering Committee formed in April of 2013 to establish a 
clear and consistent vision for the program. Committee volunteers came from a 
variety of backgrounds and varying levels of familiarity with solar energy.  

The diverse backgrounds of committee members proved to be a valuable asset.  
Members identified and discussed numerous elements of a potential Solarize 
program and then created a plan. 4CORE facilitated meetings along with the 
steering committee chair, vice chair, and designated major subcommittee heads.  
Initial work included defining program feasibility, program scope (geographic area, 
quantitative and qualitative goals), committee organization, barriers to 
participation, solar contractor’s concerns about the proposed program, and program 
timeline. The choices made by the Steering Committee were key to the eventual 
success of the program. 

Pertinent Decisions 
The Steering Committee made a number of 
decisions that provided significant direction 
for the Solarize program: 

• The program would focus solely on 
PV solar installations, but would 
include either roof-mounted or 
ground-mounted arrays. Committee 
members would recommend that 
interested persons refer to solar 
installers listed on 4CORE’s web site 
if they wished to investigate solar 
thermal systems. 

• Committee members decided to include as many locally based NABCEP 
(North American Board of Certified Energy Professionals)-certified solar 
contractors as possible. Letters requesting expressions of interest were 
mailed to all known local contractors. Five responded that they were 
interested in participating. The committee decided to distribute prospective 
clients to contractors on as equitable a basis as possible 

• The committee distributed a request for proposals to all known local lending 
institutions, hoping to obtain favorable lending packages for PV solar 
systems. From the responses received, two packages (one fixed-rate and one 

Figure 1 A Durango Solarworks! Solarize 
La Plata installation on the Samples 
Residence with La Plata Mountains behind 
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variable-rate, each from a different bank) were selected for inclusion in the 
program. 

• Committee members established a timeline for program introduction, a sign-
up period, time to consider contractor proposals and financing options, a 
contract-signing deadline and an installation completion deadline. A 
significant factor in setting the schedule was the feedback from contractors 
that early springtime was traditionally their slowest time of year. That fact 
would help the committee determine how successful the Solarize program 
would be. 

The committee experienced formation difficulties.  One member with extensive 
community experience stated that the formation of this type of committee was 
“never pretty” and “always painful.” Attendance after the initial committee meeting 
fell off sharply, and the few committed members debated a “Go-No Go” decision at 
the third meeting before taking decisions to 1) choose the “GO” decision after being 
challenged to “Go Big or Go Home” and 2) to solve the attendance problem.  
Extensive phone outreach to all initial committee members rallied the uncommitted, 
but also confirmed some dropouts.  Those departing members were replaced by the 
committee with new volunteers, and the committee proceeded with fifteen 

members.   

Attendance varied from 9 to 14, always with a 
quorum.  As the program launch date moved 
closer, the committee met twice as a 
“committee of the whole” to take up decisions 
on critical technical issues, which allowed us to 
proceed on the original schedule. After 
program launch, we downsized the committee 
to eleven members, and attendance varied 
between 6 and 10.  

  
Figure 2 Solarize La Plata Installation 
on the Alltree Residence 
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Campaign Parameters 
Initial Steering Committee meetings yielded the campaign parameters defined here. 

Regional Boundary: La Plata County  
This includes Durango, Bayfield, Ignacio, Arboles and outlying areas of “the 
Mesa”, the “Dry Side,” and North Animas Valley.    

Goals:  

 100 new PV systems  
 325 kilowatts (kW)  

Timeline: Launch to Public Oct/Nov 2013 -> Installations March-June 2014  

Outcomes:  

 Increase solar awareness and education  
 Provide funding solutions  
 Simplify process  
 Alleviate barriers  
 Lower cost  
 Increase solar PV installations in our region  
 Prime the local market for future solar growth  

Barriers or Concerns:  

1. Alienating/competing with/ distributing work fairly among installers  
2. Financing  
3. Administration and funding of the program  
4. Small market: Reaching critical mass  
5. Time-limited program vs a sustained effort  
6. Need for an effective marketing campaign  
7. La Plata Electric Association’s optional, upfront rebate payment for 
Renewable Energy Credits (RECs) dropping from $400 to $300 per kW in 2014  
8. Shortage of cost and performance data  

Phased Approach 
The campaign consisted of three phases: 

1. Planning: Steering Committee formation and work to recruit contractors, 
design the technical packages, determine system pricing, secure consumer 
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financing, petition for increased incentives, create the marketing campaign, 
and set up customer relations database. 

2. Sign-Up: Outreach to sign up as many home and business owners for a ‘no 
commitment site visit’ 

3. Contracting: Proposals sent out by solar contractors and signed by 
participants 

4. Installation: Systems installed on homes and businesses 

Solar Contractors  

Selection 
The Steering Committee originally consisted 
of three of the five installers that were 
interested in participating. Discussions were 
held among the group about the pros and 
cons of using one contractor opening up the 
program to multiple contractors. All known 
contractors in the area were solicited, and it 
was decided that the five contractors that 
responded would be engaged (diverging 
from the DOE Solarize model). This decision was made in order to distribute work 
fairly among interested, qualified installers, and to accommodate the anticipated 
work load that would be generated by the program. After the technical work was 
completed, basic PV packages were defined and priced, and other details affecting 
the solar contractors were decided, the three solar contractors serving as 
committee members were asked to step down from the committee to eliminate 
future conflicts. They were in agreement.      

Contractor Requirements  
Each installer had to produce: 

• Insurance 
o Liability Insurance with an aggregate limit of $2M and occurrence limit of 

$1M 
o Vehicle Liability Certificate 
o Worker’s Compensation 

• North American Board of Certified Energy Professionals (NABCEP) Certification 
• A positive reputation and work ethic in the community 

Figure 3 Living Solar Installing a Solarize 
La Plata job at the Keehfus Residence 
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• Commitment to a Solarize La Plata agreement, signed by the company’s owner, 
4CORE, and the Solarize Steering Committee Chair  

Solar Client Distribution 
The Steering Committee, in conjunction with all solar contractors, developed a 
process to fairly and equitably distribute Solarize client names and information 
(leads) to each contractor. Once clients had completed the sign up process 
(discussed below), they were divided up by electric use as an indicator of how big 
their solar PV system would need to be. A small system was defined as a home that 
used an average of 500 kilowatt hours (kWh) or less per year, medium ranged from 
an average of 501 to 999 kWh per year, and large an average of 1,000 kWh or 
more per year. 

 

 

Figure 4: Timeline graphic shared with public 

Subcommittee Tasks and Accomplishments 
To speed development of the Solarize program, several subcommittees were 
established to focus on specific aspects of the program. 

Technical System Design Subcommittee 
This committee worked to define the parameters of the base price systems that 
would be offered through the program. They consulted with participating solar 
installers and came to an agreement on the following three system sizes, pricing 
and parameters: 

Table 1: Base Pricing of PV systems with total cost and price per watt 

 Size  Gross Price Net Price (after incentives) 
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4 kW  $16,800  $10,780  
  $4.20/watt $2.70/watt 
5 kW  $20,200 $12,915  
  $4.04/watt   $2.58/watt   
6 kW $23,250  $14,805 
  $3.88/watt   $2.47/watt   

Base Price Includes: 
• Site inspection, system sizing and design by Solarize La Plata-selected solar 

contractors 
• System sizes: 4 kW= 16 panels,  5 kW= 20 panels, 6 kW= 24 panels 
• PV solar panels - Tier 2, UL listed*, 250 watt, polycrystalline silicon with 

anodized aluminum frame 
• PV panel roof mounting rack and hardware UL listed 
• Inverter - UL listed, sized to system output 
• All wiring, conduit, disconnects, inverter and DC wiring by NABCEP certified 

installers 
• All 110/240v AC wiring and connections installed by Colorado licensed 

electricians 
• Site prep and cleanup 
• New bi-directional electric meter and final hook up to electrical grid by LPEA 
• Walk-thru orientation and instructions on maintenance 
• Warranty: 

A. Installation- 1 year from the date of final LPEA connection, by installer 
B. Major parts- Manufacturer’s warranty, varies 1-10 years 
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C. PV panels- 25 years on minimum power output, 10 years materials 
warranty 

*UL is Underwriters Laboratories 

Base Price Excludes 
• More than 50 feet of electrical conduit 

from panels through inverter 
• Asphalt shingle roofing (requires 

additional costs for flashing at roof 
mounts) 

• Correction of site condition: 
A. Roof deficiencies (structural, 

weatherproof, or remaining life) 
B. Inadequate electrical service panel 

size or available space 
C. Obstructions shading preferred PV panel location (no shading 

recommended) 
D. Preexisting electrical code deficiencies 

Options and Enhancements 
• Larger or smaller system 
• Ground mounted or remote panel location 
• Tier 1 panels (specific manufacturers)  
• Black anodized panel frames 
• Adjustable mounting racks 
• Monitoring equipment 
• Lighting and surge protection 
• Extended warranties 

Purchase Incentives Subcommittee 
This committee explored incentives from government or utilities that would increase 
participation in the program. The LPEA Renewable Energy Credit was slated to be 
decreased from $400 per kW in 2013 to $300 in 2014. Solarize La Plata was 
successful in petitioning the LPEA board to offer $350 per kW, with the extra $50 
per kW coming from LPEA’s Local Renewable Energy Fund.  

“The program made it easy 
and was a good push for us.  
We had been thinking about 

doing it, but this process 
pushed us to do it.  It 

helped to have it be for a 
limited time. A deeper 

discount would have helped 
more.” 

- Erika Brown 
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Solar Financing Subcommittee 
This committee undertook research and secured agreeable lending packages for 
Solarize La Plata participants. Proposals were requested from ten banks, reviewed, 
and recommendations for lending partners made to the Steering Committee. 

Two banks were chosen as participating lenders as they provided competitive 
lending and closing rates. The First National Bank of Durango provided a fixed term 
loan with low closing costs and First Southwest Bank provided a variable prime plus 
one percent rate with no closing costs. Their information was provided on the 
Solarize web site, on the brochure and handouts, and in an email if the client 
indicated they would be interested in financing their system. 

Marketing and Outreach Subcommittee 
Outreach was conducted using a mixture of grassroots, traditional, and social media 
tactics listed below: 

Shaw Solar Challenge 
During the contract signing phase, Shaw Solar 
stepped up and issued a challenge to all 
participants: If 50 contracts were signed (half of 
our goal) he would donate free solar power to two 
locally-based non-profit organizations; the 
Woman’s Resource Center and Boys and Girls Club 
of La Plata County. This challenge helped to 
stimulate community members who were 

committed to those organizations to go solar. Not only were they putting solar on 
their own homes, but they were helping to provide solar power to these 
organizations that they held dear to their heart. The challenge was successful, and 
by March 27, 2014 Shaw Solar’s challenge was met. 

Events 
 Home Builder’s Assoc. “Parade of 

Homes” participation, September 
2013 

 Tabling at four Durango Farmer’s 
Market Booths in the fall of 2013 

 Twelve Open houses held on 
weekends during the sign up 

Figure 6: Solarize Launch Party 10/22/2014 

Figure 5: John Shaw with Non-
profit Challenge Recipients 
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phase of the program 
 Twelve presentations and informational sessions held at libraries, Rotary 

clubs, La Plata County and other community gatherings throughout La Plata 
County during the sign-up phase. 

 Launch (October 22, 2013), Solar Challenge Contract Signing (February 22, 
2014), and Tax Information (April 19, 2014) Parties.  

Grassroots Tactics 
 Solarize Steering Committee members wore badges around the community 

that said, “Ask me about Solarize La Plata” to initiate conversations about the 
program. Steering Committee members attended Durango Chamber of 
Commerce events and other social or business functions to engage the public 
about SLP. 

 Solarize La Plata Yard signs were placed at homes that were hosting open 
houses and homes that completed installations to generate interest within 
the neighborhood. 

Traditional Marketing 
 A “Solar-O-Meter” banner 

was printed and hung in 
conspicuous locations so 
observers could monitor 
Solarize La Plata’s progress. 

 Public Service 
Announcements for events 
were sent to public and 
private radio stations 
broadcasting in the area. 
Two radio interviews about the program were generated through this 
activity. 

 Event announcements were also sent to all local newspapers for their event 
calendars. Announcements were also emailed to Fort Lewis College’s (FLC) 
entire list serve, to FLC’s Environmental Center’s list serve, and to 4CORE’s 
entire contact list. 

 Ads were placed in local Chamber of Commerce publications, ‘What’s 
Happening Durango’, and other community portals. 

 Press releases were sent to all available local media contacts, generating the 
following uptake: 

Figure 7: The Solar-O-Meter banner keeping track 
of Solarize La Plata progress 
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 Solar campaign shines light on energy 
savings - Durango Herald Good Earth - 
10/24/2013 

 Meeting to gauge local interest in Solar 
- Durango Herald Good Earth- 
03/13/2013 

 Go Solar - Inside Durango TV 
 Opening up to solar power - Durango 

Herald Good Earth - 11/23/2013 
 Tapping sun’s power: Solarize La Plata 

begins panel project in Bayfield - Durango Herald Good Earth - 
02/06/2014  

 One Down, 99 More to Go - Inside Durango TV - 2/13/14 
 Club's Sunny Banner Hopes to Mark Dawn of Solar Era - Durango 

Herald Action Line - 02/17/2014  
 Letters to the editor* were sent by Solarize La Plata Steering Committee 

members, generating the following uptake: 
 The Time is Right for Switching to Solar Power - Durango Herald Letter 

to the Editor - 12/16/2013 
 There is no Reason to Wait: Go Solar Now - Durango Herald Letter to 

the Editor - 01/25/2014 

*Letters to the editor were by far THE MOST successful media plug for 
generating signups for the program. Every day a letter was printed, 
phone calls increased. 

Online Media 
Solarize La Plata’s Facebook page attracted over 94 “likes” and was updated four 
times per week. It can be found here: facebook.com/SolarizeLaPlata. Solarize also 
uploaded images to a Flickr page. In addition, several of the letters to the editor 
were repurposed for 4CORE’s Energy to Evolve blog. 

Systems and Procedures Subcommittee 
4CORE developed an application process for fielding phone calls, emails, and online 
signups for the program. A Solarize La Plata Sign-Up Form (Appendix A) was 
developed using Google Forms and used to capture key information about a 
participant to be filled out online or over the phone. A simple printed signup form 
was used at all in-person presentations, followed up by phone for additional 
information required.  

“I mainly participated 
because ‘it is the right 
thing to do.’ My solar 
system has been in 

place for over 2 weeks 
now and I am thrilled 

to have it!” 
- Barbara Harris 
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4CORE secured utility data by getting copies of their utility bills directly from them, 
or by asking clients to sign and submit a utility data release form and submit it to 
LPEA. The staff at the LPEA would then aggregate this data and send it to 4CORE 
approximately every two weeks. This data processing made additional work for 
LPEA staff, which kindly accommodated Solarize La Plata. 

Often, interested parties had multiple questions about the program that were 
answered over the phone or via email. Once all information and utility data for a 
sign up was collected, the participant’s name and information was passed along to 
a Solarize contractor to schedule a site visit. It was emphasized throughout this 
phase that signing up did not obligate the participant to pay or commit to anything.  

Data Management Tools 
Two online tools were used to manage data for the Solarize La Plata Campaign: 

Google Drive  
Google provides online data storage for free in the form of documents, 
spreadsheets, forms and other files. Google spreadsheets were used for each 
participating Solarize contractor to track client and contractor progress and provide 
support. These spreadsheets provide real-time updates for all users, and are 
instantly saved when updates are made. They are easily shared and accessed via 
phone, computer and other devices. This tool allowed collaboration without the 
need for cumbersome email attachments and various versions having to be passed 
among partners.  

SalesForce Customer Relationship Management Software 
4CORE acquired SalesForce under a grant program by SaleForce Foundation, which 
provided the SalesForce internet-based software at no cost. The software was then 

customized by 4CORE staff to 
accommodate Solarize client intake, enable 
quick reports on client status and offer 
easy email communications with each 
client, all automatically documented and 
tracked by SalesForce.  

The initial data collected from the Google 
Solarize La Plata Sign-Up Form (Appendix 
A) was exported from the Google Form 
spreadsheet and imported into a SalesForce 
campaign and lead tracking system to 

Figure 8 Solarize La Plata Ground Mount 
Array 
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manage client intake, assign solar contractors, track contract status and invoice 
solar contractors for the $0.05 per watt referral fee. 

Campaign Administration 
4CORE oversaw campaign administration, 
including duties such as steering committee 
support and documentation, client intake and 
support, web site hosting, grant and fund 
administration, acting as a trusted advocate on 
behalf of the client, and reporting. This work took 
approximately 1,117 staff hours of time. 

Compensation for this staff time was provided in 

the form of grants from the Optony American 
Solar Transformation Initiative and Ballantine 
Family Fund. In addition, 4CORE received a 
referral fee from the solar contractors of $0.05 per watt.  

At the time this report was published, referral fee accounts receivable total 
$17,697. This fee was used to administer the program, including development of 
data management tools, client tracking, marketing and outreach, collateral 
materials, and more (see expenses listed in Figure 6 below). Most importantly, this 
fee will be used to seed any future Solarize or solar-related campaign in Southwest 
Colorado.  

Figure 9 Solarize and Flatrock Solar 
Yard Signs 
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Campaign Finances 
 

Table 2 Solarize Campaign Financial Report 

 

  

Income
Individuals 588$             
Businesses 215$             
Government 500$             
Foundations 2,500$          
ASTI 3,467$          
Referral Fees 17,697$        
Other 281$             
Total Income 25,248$       

Expenses
Tools and Office Supplies 45$               
Print Advertising 367$             
Print Collaterol 881$             
Staff wages 18,828$        
Events 476$             
Seed money for future solar campaign 4,650$          
Total Expenses 25,248$       
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Results 

Power Produced 
Final results of the program at the time of this report include a total of 101 Solarize 
La Plata contracts signed with three pending approval by LPEA to be grid tied. 
These three systems will likely incur additional costs for upgrading electrical service 
infrastructure and are under review by the utility and clients. This leaves 522 kW 
committed, exceeding established kilowatt goal. Seventy-four of these systems are 
complete and energized, with another 12 installations in progress as of this report.  

 

Figure 10: Solarize Goals and Achievements as of July 29, 2014 

 

Energy Saved 
Total energy savings is estimated at 822,399 kWh per year, equating to $80,587 in 
electricity bill savings. Dollar savings will increase as electrical rates increase. 

This is calculated by plugging in our total kilowatts for the program (500.2) into the 
National Renewable Laboratory’s PV Watts Calculator. Default parameters were 
used for the 81301 zip code area.  
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“We installed a grid-tied PV system 
for our home over 8 years ago. I 
had been dreaming of a plug-in 

vehicle, but my wife Gay insisted 
(and I agree!) that it be powered by 

the sun. The small Solarize 
installation is working well. Dealing 
with Matt Helms of Flatrock Solar 

was an excellent experience. 
Thank you for running the Solarize 

project!” 
- Dr. Dick Grossman 

Carbon Emissions Prevented 
Total emissions prevented are 
estimated to be 567 metric tons of 
greenhouse gas per year. This is 
equivalent to removing 119 passenger 
vehicles from the road each year or 
sequestering the same amount of 
carbon it takes to grow 14,541 
seedling trees for ten years. 

This is calculated by plugging our 
estimated energy savings into the 
Environmental Protection Agency’s 
Greenhouse Gas Equivalencies 
Calculator. 

Water Saved 
Electricity and water are related in that when using coal or nuclear power to 
generate electricity, a large amount of water is required for cooling processes 
involved in production. Non-thermal renewable technologies, such as PV systems, 
consume minimal amounts of water per unit of generation. A Review of Operational 
Water Consumption and Withdrawal Factors for Electricity Generating Technologies 
found that coal power generation, using ‘generic’ technology with cooling towers, 
uses over 26 times more water than electricity generated using photovoltaic 
technology.  

The Solarize La Plata effort is likely to save water each year that would have 
otherwise been used in coal power production. 

Impact on Community 

Jobs created 
Fifteen jobs were created through this program with the formation of solar 
installation crews to accommodate the demand that the Solarize La Plata Campaign 
generated. One additional job (a half-time position) was created for administering 
the program. 

Economic impact 
In only four months of promotion and five months of continuous contracting and 
installations, the Solarize La Plata program led to an economic impact of over 
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$2,173,000 in La Plata County, of which some 50-60% remains circulating within 
our local economy. 

Nine loans were booked to finance Solarize La Plata systems as of the date of this 
report. First National Bank of Durango reported closing four fixed rate loans, and 
First Southwest Bank reported closing five variable rate loans. Of note is that 
despite the availability of these two relatively competitive lending options, most 
participants chose to finance the systems themselves. 

Client Satisfaction 
4CORE staff sent out a survey in 
June of 2014 to all Solarize La Plata 
participants, whether they went 
solar or not, to capture any 
feedback or unresolved issues. 
Survey results were very positive 
overall, with a few clients having 
negative experiences. A summary 
of these results is available in 
Appendix B. Additionally, quotes 
from the survey can be found in 
green boxes throughout this 
report. 

Figure 11 Flatrock Solar installing on the McCord 
Residence 
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Geographic Coverage 

 

Figure 12: Map of Solarize La Plata Installations, provided by LPEA on July 31, 2014  
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Challenges 

One vs. Multiple Solar Contractors 
The Steering Committee engaged in 
extensive debate whether to work with one 
or multiple solar contractors. It was decided 
unanimously that multiple contractors should 
be used, with the intent being to give more 
locally-based businesses a chance to 
capitalize on the opportunity. This concept 
worked well for program implementation.  

In hindsight, using only one contractor for Solarize La Plata would have been 
extremely difficult because there was so much work generated from the campaign. 
It would have also likely created ill will in the community for the program and 
potentially between contractors. However, it is hard to say if the best price point for 
clients was reached by establishing basic system costs and then limiting 
competition. Of note, though, is that these prices were lower than the existing 
market prices in 2013.  

Using multiple contractors made it difficult to conduct a “bulk purchase” of panels, 
as many installers are distributors for specific panels and would be hard pressed to 
sell and install others. However, our upfront negotiations with our five participating 
contractors offset these drawbacks.  Our contractors recognized the cost savings to 
them created by the Solarize La Plata program, and the pricing agreed upon for the 
three basic PV systems was lower than the current market rate. 

Several Solarize clients wanted to choose the contractor they would work with and 
some also had the expectation of receiving multiple bids. This was not the intent of 
the campaign design, as it complicated the process and made more work for solar 
contractors, the solarize coordinator, and the client. However, if clients felt strongly 
about the need to choose, or if they had an unpleasant experience with a solar 
contractor, their wishes were honored in order to provide the best service possible 
to them as they contemplated making the investment in solar.  Reassignment of 
contractors did not occur frequently. After meeting with the “new” contractor, some 
prospects elected to remain with their originally-assigned contractors to purchase 
their PV systems.  

Feedback from the survey suggested, “… including soft costs and a bid specifics on 
panels and installation costs rather than package bids… the process seemed 

Figure 13: Solar Today & Tomorrow 
Install 
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mysterious… healthy competition, even if it comes from elsewhere, should not be 
completely overlooked.” 

Electric Utility Grid Stability 
This Solarize campaign contributed a paradigm shift 
that is now underway in Southwest Colorado, which 
electric utilities are working to accommodate. 
Accelerated applications for distributed solar in La 
Plata County created significant work for LPEA staff 
that was not anticipated.  

As distributed solar PV increases nationally, utilities 
have to compensate for the additional voltage that 
these systems will put back on the grid. The problem 
specifically involves voltage increases during the day 
when panels are producing and consumers on the 
grid cannot use all the electricity being generated. 

Infrastructure such as transformers and secondary 
distribution lines  may not be able to handle this 
increased voltage. 

LPEA presented this information at a renewable generation meeting held on 
February 20, 2014 to solar installers, Solarize La Plata Steering Committee 
members, potential solar clients, and other community members.  

If panel production exceeds the upper voltage limits, there could be an additional 
cost to the client installing solar and the impetus is on the customer/PV applicant to 
upgrade the electric infrastructure. This was not something that campaign 
organizers anticipated. Feedback from the Solarize survey included concerns that 
some neighbors had just installed solar with no additional cost, and to charge the 
Solarize participant for subsequent upgrades seemed inequitable.  

In order to accommodate the influx of solar systems being added to the grid, LPEA 
developed a new engineering review process to ensure that each PV interconnection 
would not exceed the capacity of existing grid infrastructure, which required the 
solar contractor to fill out a form on behalf of the client, then wait for the utility’s 
engineering review before they can inform the client about any additional 
infrastructure upgrade expenses and proceed with installation. Solarize La Plata and 
partners shifted to comply with LPEA’s requirements and educate Solarize 
participants about the potential wait and additional costs.  

Figure 14 Flatrock Solar 
installing at the Lea Residence 
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The additional engineering review and 
expenses posed a setback and/or made it 
prohibitive for some Solarize participants to 
go solar. Feedback from the Solarize 
survey also stated that unless an electric 
company is fully on board with the program 
and is prepared to grid tie all systems 
without inequitable expenses for clients, 
another campaign of this nature should not 
take place. 

LPEA is considered a leader among rural co-ops in grid-tied distributed generation 
and this is verified by their best practices listed in the Optony Solar Roadmap. It is 
evident that LPEA is evaluating and responding to the increased number of 
applications for grid-tied solar in a short timeframe to the best of their ability. 

Federal Tax Credit Information 
During Campaign promotion, the tax credit was noted as one of the incentives 
available. System pricing was also listed with and without incentives applied. After 
installations took place, several of the clients contacted 4CORE to ask how to apply 
for the federal tax rebate. Some were disappointed that accessing the federal tax 
credit wasn’t explained in further detail upfront. This apparently was due to the 
Solarize La Plata and/or the contractor’s failure to properly explain the tax credit 
procedures. 4CORE staff and Solarize committee members did their best to answer 
any questions about this tax credit early on in the process, as well as when these 
questions were received. Due to the complex nature of tax questions, it is hard to 
speculate if better information about this incentive could have been presented 
initially, but in any future campaigns that organizers take on, an effort will be made 
to do so.  

Prohibitive Expense  
Many clients noted that the upfront cost of the systems offered through the 
campaign were still too much for them to participate. This was especially true for 
low-income households or seniors receiving proposals with paybacks that might 
exceed their lifespan.  

Solarize La Plata was still a direct purchase program for the client. Nationally and 
internationally innovative third party finance programs dominate the solar 
investment market. A Solarize program that includes innovative third party finance 
mechanisms could penetrate any market more deeply. 

“The program was immediate, 
hard hitting, direct and to the 

point, and easy to access. 
Thanks for helping my family to 

‘Go Solar’” 
- Robert Lea 
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General Education 
Basic information about solar voltaic electricity, grid tied systems and offsetting 
electricity bills is still not well understood by the general public. Solarize La Plata 
events incorporated this information up front and without the use of acronyms. 

Other 
Other unanticipated issues that arose from clients during the installation process 
included the Faraday Cage Effect. When inverters are on, a static charge is created 
that interferes with radio and TV signals.  

Future Solar Initiatives 
With the increased effects of climate 
change around the globe, the rising 
cost of power, and an estimated 
average of 290 days of free sunshine 
per year, a shift in Southwest 
Colorado’s solar paradigm is taking 
place. Local utilities are now opening 
doors to solar garden and solar farm 
projects and the continuing decline 
in the cost of solar panels is making 
it feasible for more residents to ‘go 
solar.’ 

Interest in Solarize campaigns from neighboring communities and future campaigns 
in La Plata County is evident from phone calls, conversations, and sign-ups for the 
current campaign. 4CORE is exploring other solar-related campaigns, including 
community solar gardens, solar farms, and solar for low-income residents.  

It is hoped that the information in this report will provide experience and lessons 
learned for anyone interested in using the Solarize model. Please contact 4CORE for 
additional information at 970-259-1916 or info@fourcore.org. 

 

Figure 15 The La Plata Mountains from atop the 
Keehfus Residence. Photo by Todd Shevland. 
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